TAKE A T.R.I.P.

Explore the Munis Top Ten

Leander ISD, Continuous Improvement Conference, Feb. 2, 2016
AGENDA

- Introduction: About the T.R.I.P Project
- #1: Auto-Sign On
- #2: Customizable Dashboard and eLearning Opportunities
- #3: Workflow
- #4: Easy Data Access
- #5: Export Reports to Excel
- Additional Features
TYLER MUNIS ELEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

- Dashboard Quick Start
- Using the Munis Ribbon v. 11.1
- Requisition Entry v. 11.1
- Create a Budget Amendment (Budget Change Request)
T.R.I.P. PROJECT CORE TEAM

- Michelle Berlinger
- Judi Doyle
- Jennifer Espinoza
- Arnold Gutierrez
- Terrece Harris
- Sylvia Hernandez
- Sandie Lindgren
- Gina Mitschke
- Dana Paulson
- Clint Pruett
- Dinesh Ranasinghe
- Tami Rust
- Cristy Soares
- Kelli Vito
- Connie Wheeler
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